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Abstract 

Polystyrene-block-poly(n-butyl methacrylate) (PS-b-PnBMA) was used to investigate three-

dimensional (3D) soft confinement effect on physical aging of the PS block therein.  The soft 

confinement is constructed by phase-separated PnBMA domains, as PnBMA is liquid on the 

aging temperatures of PS blocks due to its low glass transition temperature.  In enthalpy 

recovery, aging response of PS blocks is represented by a low and broad heat capacity peak 

associated with an enhanced aging rate with respect to homo-PS, when the aging temperature 

is relatively low.  However, the aging response exhibits opposite characteristics at relatively 

 

Two local maximums of Ta-dependent ∆Ha of PS block in PS-b-PnBMA indicate two 

relaxation mechanisms during physical aging. 
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high temperatures, compared with the results of homo-PS.  The phase-separated morphology 

and thus the soft confinement on PS blocks was confirmed by AFM imaging using the Peak 

Force QNM technique.  Two local maximums of recovered enthalpy versus aging temperature 

indicate that two equilibration processes exist during aging of confined PS blocks, within a 

substantially shorter timescale to the bulk.  The 3D soft confinement effect on aging of PS 

blocks is attributed to dual equilibration mechanisms: one dominates at higher aging 

temperatures, leading to a restrained aging rate, while the other plays a key role at lower aging 

temperatures, resulting in accelerated physical aging. 
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1 Introduction 

Upon rapidly cooling from liquids, glass-forming materials including polymers enter their 

glassy states out of equilibrium.  Owing to constrained molecular mobility, polymers slowly 

get close to equilibrium when annealed at a temperature below the glass transition temperature 

(Tg).  During the process of approaching equilibrium, many physical properties, such as 

modulus,4-6 enthalpy,7-9 gas permeability10-12 and dielectric property,13-15 change with time and 

temperature.  This evolution is referred as physical aging or structure relaxation.17-19  

Physical aging has attracted much attention in the last several decades,20-22 as the understanding 

of its behavior and associated mechanism can provide indispensable knowledge for the better 

application of polymeric materials. 

In recent years, some works showed that physical aging process might not only involve a unique 

equilibration mechanism.23-30  For instance, it was demonstrated for several polymers that the 

relaxed enthalpy after a prolonged isothermal aging reached a plateau higher than the 

equilibrium value determined from extrapolated liquid line.23-25  Moreover, Roth and 

coworkers reported that polystyrene (PS) thin films exhibited two distinct Tgs, indicating two 

simultaneous mechanisms in structural recovery.26  Recently, Cangialosi et al. provided direct 

evidence of the two equilibrations by carefully monitoring enthalpy relaxation of PS and 

polycarbonate (PC).27  Their results manifested two legible enthalpy recovery steps in 

sequence during the aging up to two years, in which the second recovery plateau approached 

the extrapolated liquid line.27  Similarly, step-wise relaxation processes were also detected in 

metallic glasses28-29 and arsenic selenide glasses30.  Nevertheless, Simon and coworkers called 

into question the validity of two equilibrations in enthalpy recovery.31  They did not observe 

the secondary plateau higher than the extrapolated liquid line after an aging for sufficiently 

long.31  The validity of the two equilibrations in physical aging need to be further elucidated. 

Physical aging is dramatically influenced by molecular mobility.  As such, physical properties 

in aging process, such as enthalpy and fictive temperature (i.e., the temperature corresponding 
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to the intersection of extrapolated glass and liquid lines for a specific glass, denoted as Tf), are 

noticeably different under confinement, since the mobility of confined polymer chains 

remarkably deviate from the bulk.  The two equilibrations were demonstrated in polymers 

under confinement, e.g., soft confined PS and poly(4-tert-butyl styrene) (PtBS).1, 32-34    

As naturally double edged, aging rate depends on the thermodynamic driving force of structural 

relaxation and the enthalpy span between the initial and equilibrium points, in which the former 

increases with higher temperature, while the latter has a negative correlation with increase of 

temperature.  Enthalpy relaxation or Tf should has a single local extreme point over aging 

temperature (Ta), after aged for a certain period.  However, Boucher and coworkers revealed 

that recovered enthalpy of PS thin films under confinement showed two distinguishing local 

maximums in a regime of aging temperature, after aged for 28,800 s (480 min).1, 32  In addition, 

Perez-De-Eulate et al. exposited two local minimums of Tf versus Ta in PS nanospheres after 

aged for 3,600 s (60 min).33  These reports suggest the existence of the second (a fast process, 

see below) mechanism of relaxation in nanoconfined polymeric systems, by examining the 

profile of Tf versus Ta.  A notable finding in these works is that the second plateau of PS films 

or nanospheres was detected within 28,800 s,1, 33 which is much shorter than the time of two 

years for bulk PS,27 showing much reduced timescale for the presence of the second 

equilibration due to soft confinement.  Despite recent progress suggesting the existence of two 

equilibrations in confined polymers, systematical investigation is insufficient to date.  The 

generality and underlying mechanism for such two equilibrations are not well understood. 

Here we report physical aging of PS under 3D soft confinement in block copolymers.  Block 

copolymers are of technological importance in drug delivery,35-37 photovoltaics,38-40 

nanolithography,41-43 etc.  The typical applications of copolymers in glassy state could be 

bottlenecked due to lack of knowledge of physical aging under confinement.  It is recently 

recognized that diblock copolymer is an ideal model material to study 3D confinement as the 

components confine each other by microphase separation.3, 44-46  In this article, a PS-b-PnBMA 

diblock copolymer is utilized to investigate physical aging of the PS block under soft 
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confinement.  The PnBMA block has a fairly low Tg, so that it is in liquid state at the typical 

aging temperatures of the PS block, forming soft confinement by phase separation.  We 

present there are two local maximums of relaxed enthalpy (∆Ha) of the PS block, as a function 

of Ta after aged for a certain period within 38,400 s.  To the best of our knowledge, it is the 

first report on the two equilibrations during physical aging of block copolymers. 

2 Experimental Section 

2.1 Materials 

The PS-b-PnBMA diblock copolymer was purchased from Polymer Source Inc. and used 

without any further purifications. The number-average molecular weights (Mn) of PS and 

PnBMA blocks are 45,000 g/mol and 48,000 g/mol, respectively.  Hence the mole fraction of 

PS is 56%.  The polydispersity index (PDI) is 1.10, determined by size exclusion 

chromatography (SEC).  The molecular structure of PS-b-PnBMA copolymer is confirmed by 

the 1H NMR spectrum, as illustrated in Figure S7.  The full-range thermogram presented in 

Figure S1 shows that the glass transition temperatures are 105 °C and 59 °C for PS and PnBMA 

blocks, respectively, denoted by Tg, PS block and Tg, PnBMA block.  It should be noted that the 

difference between the Tgs of the two blocks is 46 °C.  Such a large difference in Tg provides 

an adequate space to settle down aging response of the two blocks in separate temperature 

ranges, to clearly presenting the individual aging response. 

The PS homopolymer, denoted by homo-PS, was purchased from Shanghai Ziqibio Co. Ltd. 

and utilized in control experiments.  For a direct comparison, it has a similar Mn of 45,000 

g/mol.  The PDI of the homo-PS is 1.13, determined by SEC.  The Tg of this homo-PS is 

107 °C, which is close to the Tg of PS block in the copolymer sample. 

2.2 Enthalpy Relaxation Test 

A Shimadzu DSC-60 Plus differential scanning calorimeter (DSC) with the environment of 

nitrogen gas was used to perform enthalpy relaxation experiments, as described in our previous 

work.47  In aging testing, a sample of 3-5 mg was sealed in an aluminum pan.  The sample 
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was first heated to 160 °C with a heating rate of 20 °C/min, and was held for 10 min at the end, 

in order to remove residual stress.  To examine aging of the PS block, the sample was 

subsequently cooled to a Ta, which is at least 11 °C higher than Tg, PnBMA block but below the Tg, 

PS block, with a constant cooling rate of 30 °C/min.  The sample was annealed thereafter for a 

specific aging time (ta).  After that, the aging response was captured in the second cycle, that 

is, cooling the sample to −20 °C and reheating to 160 °C, with a constant rate of 20 °C/min.  

The temperature protocol for aging test was presented in our previous work.47  From the 

experiments, heat capacity curves can be obtained for both aged or unaged (without annealing 

at Ta) samples.  

Recovered enthalpy of homo-PS was calculated by the integration of heat capacity deviation 

between aged and unaged responses over a temperature range from glass state to liquid state, 

as expressed by Equation (1):  

 ∆𝐻𝐻a =  ∫ �𝑐𝑐p,aged(𝑇𝑇) − 𝑐𝑐p,unaged(𝑇𝑇)�𝑇𝑇2
𝑇𝑇1

𝑑𝑑𝑇𝑇   (1) 

where cp, aged and cp, unaged are the heat capacity values of aged and unaged homo-PS, respectively.  

T1 and T2 are reference temperatures far below and far above Tg, respectively, at which the heat 

capacity values of unaged and aged samples are identical.  However, the equation used to 

evaluate enthalpy change of PS block in PS-b-PnBMA is different from the classic equation 

above.  The Ta is at least 11 °C higher than Tg, PnBMA block.  As such, it is considered that the 

aging response of copolymer is merely contributed by the PS block due to thermodynamic 

equilibrium of PnBMA block.  The method of enthalpy calculation introduced in our previous 

work was used to determine recovered enthalpy of the PS block,44 as shown in Equation (2): 

∆𝐻𝐻a,PS block =  ∫ �𝑐𝑐p,copolymer,aged(𝑇𝑇) − 𝑐𝑐p,copolymer,unaged(𝑇𝑇)�𝑇𝑇2
𝑇𝑇1

×
𝑀𝑀copolymer

𝑀𝑀PS block
d𝑇𝑇 (2) 

where cp, copolymer, aged and cp, copolymer, unaged are the heat capacity of aged and unaged copolymer 

samples, respectively.  Mcopolymer and MPS block are the molecular weights of the entire copolymer 

chain and the PS block, respectively. 
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2.3 Morphology and Modulus Measurement 

Morphology and modulus measurements were performed on a Bruker Dimension Icon atomic 

force microscope (AFM) with a heating stage via the Peak Force Quantitative Nanomechanical 

Mapping (QNM) technique.  To prepare AFM samples, PS-b-PnBMA was dissolved in 

chloroform to form a 2 wt% solution.  Subsequently, copolymer thin films were fabricated by 

spin-coating at 800 rpm for 50 s on a silica substrate from this solution.  The films were then 

annealed under vacuum at 80 °C overnight to remove residual solvent and stress.  Prior to the 

morphology tests, the films were heated to 160 °C and were held at there for 10 min, which 

was in accordance with the thermal protocol in enthalpy relaxation test.  Moduli of separated 

microphases in the copolymer samples were then measured by the AFM.  

3 Results and Discussion 

The heat capacity of PS-b-PnBMA diblock copolymer under various Tas are depicted in Figure 

1.  As a reference, the aging results of homo-PS are illustrated in Figure S2.  Apparent heat 

capacity overshoots of PS block appear in the proximity of Tg, PS block when Tas is relatively high, 

i.e., 15 °C or 20 °C lower than Tg, PS block.  In contrast, as Ta is Tg, PS block − 35 °C or Tg, PS block − 

30 °C, low and broad cp overshoots of PS block occur at a temperature range evidently lower 

than the Tg, PS block, whereas homo-PS shows high and narrow heat capacity peaks near its Tg 

over all Tas in our tests.  The aging overshoots of homo-PS at the same temperature departures 

with respect to Tg, PS are much higher than that of PS block in PS-b-PnBMA.  Intriguingly, 

Boucher and coworkers showed similar low and broad heat capacity curves in freely standing 

homo-PS nanoconfined films.1, 32  The aging characteristics above for the PS blocks in PS-b-

PnBMA is qualitatively in agreement with that of the 95-nm PS thin films demonstrated in 

Boucher et al.’s work.1  Nevertheless, the peak position and height of PS blocks in this work 

is obviously lower than those of PS thin films.  The details from a direct comparison are 

summarized in Table 1.  In addition to confined PS, bulk PS can also present low and broad 
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aging overshoots which indicate the fast relaxation mechanism.  To detect this behavior, a Ta 

of Tg − 55 °C and a ta as long as 260 hrs are required.48 

Figure 2 shows the ∆Ha of PS block and homo-PS undergone aging at different temperatures. 

  

 

 

 

Figure 1. Heat capacity of PS-b-PnBMA diblock copolymer.  (a) Ta = Tg, PS block − 

35 °C, (b) Ta = Tg, PS block − 30 °C, (c) Ta = Tg, PS block − 25 °C, (d) Ta = Tg, PS block − 20 

°C, and (e) Ta = Tg, PS block − 15 °C. 
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The aging rate is defined by the slope of the linear portion of ∆Ha versus logarithmic ta.  At 

higher Tas, for example, Ta = Tg, PS – 15 °C or Tg, PS block – 15 °C, both ∆Ha and aging rate of PS 

block in PS-b-PnBMA are restrained to be lower than those of homo-PS.  This result 

qualitatively matches our previous findings in homo-PMMA and PMMA block in PS-b-PMMA 

diblock copolymer.44  When aging temperature decreases to Tg, PS block – 25 °C, the aging rate 

of PS block is markedly enhanced and it gets close to the value of homo-PS, however, the 

relaxed enthalpy of PS block is still less than that of the homo-PS.  When aging temperature 

is equal to or lower than Tg, PS – 30 °C or Tg, PS block – 30 °C, the enthalpy change and aging rate 

of PS block surpass those of the homo-PS.  We note that, as indicated by the start point of the 

fitted lines in Figure 2(a), the relaxed enthalpy of PS block shows a linear dependence on the 

logarithm of ta from ta = 600 s when Ta = Tg, PS block – 35 °C.  Nevertheless, the homo-PS 

presents a delayed linear dependence from ta = 1,200 s under the same condition, meaning 

weaker and slow loading process of aging for homo-PS at this Ta. 

The aging rate as a function of aging temperature is illustrated in Figure 3.  In general, the 

aging rate shows a maximum at an intermediate Ta.49  The results in Figure 3 implies that the 

aging speed of PS block under soft confinement exhibits a different dependence on Tg – Ta.  

When Ta is close to Tg, the aging rate of PS block is much reduced, compared to its counterpart 

of the homopolymer.  Nevertheless, the aging rate of PS block increases with decreasing Ta

 

Table 1. Aging response features of PS block and PS thin films. 

Material Aging 
temperature (°C) 

Aging 
time (s) 

Response 
regime (°C) 

Peak position 
(°C) 

Peak height 
(J/g°C) 

PS block Tg – 35 19,200 Tg – 22.5 to 
Tg + 13.2 

Tg – 8.9 0.029 

PS block Tg – 35 38,400 Tg – 23.0 to 
Tg + 13.2 

Tg – 7.6 0.036 

PS thin 
films a 

Tg – 36 28,800 Tg – 22.5 to 
Tg + 13.2 

Tg – 1.9 0.057 

aThe data of PS block in PS-b-PnBMA diblock copolymer and 95-nm freely standing PS 
thin films from Boucher et al.1 are attained from deviated heat capacity (cp, aged − cp, unaged) 
results, as depicted in Supporting Information. 
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and even exceeds the aging rate of homo-PS when Ta < Tg − 30 °C.  These results suggest that 

the PS block in PS-b-PnBMA exhibits a significant difference on the aging rate profile from

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Relaxed enthalpy of PS block in copolymer and corresponding 

homopolymer.  The error bar represents the standard deviation of data of three 

duplicates, and β is the aging rate from linear fit.  (a) Ta = Tg, PS − 35 °C or Tg, PS block 

− 35 °C, the dashed lines are guides for the eyes, (b) Ta = Tg, PS − 30 °C or Tg, PS block − 

30 °C, (c) Ta = Tg, PS − 25 °C or Tg, PS block − 25 °C, (d) Ta = Tg, PS − 20 °C or Tg, PS block 

− 20 °C, and (e) Ta = Tg, PS − 15 °C or Tg, PS. block − 15 °C.  The data of homo-PS 

under aging temperature from Tg, PS – 35 °C to Tg, PS – 20 °C are from our previous 

work.3 
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the homo-PS in our testing range of Ta.  The change of soft confinement environment may 

account for the complicated effect on different aging temperatures.  That is, with decreasing 

Ta closer to Tg, PnBMA block, PnBMA block no longer constructs strong soft confinement to PS 

block, making contrary impact on the physical aging of PS block from its effect at higher Tas.  

To verify this hypothesis, we examine the confinement condition by investigating morphology 

and modulus of PS-b-PnBMA samples.    

Samples were monitored at two representative temperatures of 70 °C and 90 °C, that are, Tg, PS 

block − 35 °C (or Tg, PnBMA block + 11 °C) and Tg, PS block − 15 °C (or Tg, PnBMA block + 31 °C), 

respectively, under the QNM technique of AFM imaging.  In order to accurately determine 

moduli of the microphases, the surface deformation was set to be larger than 2 nm by controlling 

the applied force in the testing.  Figure 4 illustrates AFM modulus images of representative 

PS-b-PnBMA diblock copolymer samples.  The bright domains are PS block and the dark 

domains are PnBMA block, according to their modulus values.  The color scales range from 

7.0 to 9.1 MPa and 2.0 to 2.7 MPa for 70 °C and 90 °C, respectively.  The AFM modulus 

images of PS-b-PnBMA display multiple interconnected domains showing distinct two levels 

of moduli, which we speculate reflect to the separated PS- and PnBMA-riched phases.  In 

order to confirm our phase separation results, the surface free energy and AFM modulus 

 

Figure 3. Aging rate of PS-b-PnBMA diblock copolymer and the corresponding 

homo-PS.  The dashed lines are guides for the eyes.  The data of homo-PS under 

aging temperature from Tg, PS – 35 °C to Tg, PS – 20 °C are from our previous work.3 
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measurements were carried out.   

The materials on the surface were examined by surface free energy experiment via a Kruss 

DSA100 contact angle meter.  The test liquids were water and diiodomethane.  The average 

contact angles of water and diiodomethane are 89.6 ° and 42.7 °, respectively, as the average 

values from three duplicates with very small deviations.  The representative contact angle 

images are illustrated in Figure S4.  Subsequently, the surface free energy of PS-b-PnBMA 

copolymer thin film was calculated to be 38.6 mN/m by the method introduced by Owens el 

al.50  Compare this value to those of homo-PS and homo-PnBMA, which are 40.7 mN/m and 

31.2 mN/m, respectively,51 the surface free energy of the copolymer sample is between the 

values of PS and PnBMA homo-polymers.  It indicates that both PS and PnBMA components 

exist on the surface of our PS-b-PnBMA copolymer samples.   

   

 
   

Figure 4. AFM modulus images of PS-b-PnBMA diblock copolymer samples at two 

representative temperatures.  (a) overall image at 70 °C, color scale ranges from 7.0 to 

9.1 MPa, and (d) overall image at 90 °C, color scale ranges from 2.0 to 2.7 MPa,  (b) 

highlighted (brighter, the same below) PS-riched domains at 70 °C, (c) highlighted PnBMA-

riched domains at 70 °C, (e) highlighted PS-riched domains at 90 °C, and (f) highlighted 

PnBMA-riched domains at 90 °C.  Image size: 400 nm × 400 nm. 
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Modulus of PS-b-PnBMA was also detected at 26 °C, as shown in Figure S5.  In the modulus 

image, two types of domains display apparently different moduli and exhibit analogous 

structure to the AFM results at 70 °C and 90 °C.  Together with surface free energy results, it 

suggests that phase separation results of our PS-b-PnBMA are consistent from room 

temperature to our aging temperatures.  We note that Russell and coworkers demonstrated no 

phase separation detected at around 80 °C in their perdeuterated polystyrene-block-poly(n-butyl 

methacrylate) (PdS-b-PnBMA) via small angle X-ray scattering (SAXS) during heating.52  In 

addition to the general order-to-disorder transition (ODT), they found that PdS-b-PnBMA 

exhibited a lower disorder-to-order transition (LDOT).52  That is, the phase separation 

reformed above ~120 °C in the process of slow heating with a constant rate of 5 °C/min.  

However, the disordered microstructure in PdS-b-PnBMA at 80 °C or less could not be detected 

during cooling at the same rate, due to the long relaxation time when approaching Tg.  

Therefore, we do not think that the phase diagram from heating in their work is appropriate for 

our PS-b-PnBMA.  We ascribe this mismatch to different thermal histories.  The copolymer 

samples in this work were quenched to the Tas with a cooling rate of 30 °C/min after annealed 

at 160 °C for 10 min, at where phase separation was established.  As the cooling rate was 6 

times higher than that in Russell et al.’s work, the phase separation should be majorly remained 

to the aging temperatures below Tg.  The AFM modulus images in Figure 4 reflect microphase 

separation which is fairly stable due to the long relaxation time below Tg. 

From image analysis, modulus histograms of phase separated PS-b-PnBMA are obtained and 

displayed in Figure 5.  The statistical data of whole sample (black cityscapes) are the sum of 

the results of the two individual blocks (bars in color).  The statistical mean fraction of PS 

phase in modulus images is 48 %, which is consistent with its mole fraction.  As shown in 

Figure 5, although the distribution functions of two types of microphases are overlapped in an 

intermediate modulus region, the average modulus of the two blocks are detected, as listed in 

Table 2.  Here the Young’s moduli of the homopolymers at corresponding temperatures 

obtained by dynamic mechanical analysis (DMA) with a frequency of 1 Hz are cited as 
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references.2, 16  Owing to the different Tg, the same departure from Tg of homo-PnBMA in the 

literature is likely not at 70 °C or 90 °C.  Note that a direct matchup of Tgs measured by DSC 

and DMA does not exist, we estimated reasonable intervals of Young’s modules of 1.44-14.81 

MPa and 0.39-1.42 MPa for Tg, PnBMA + 11 °C and Tg, PnBMA + 31 °C, respectively.16  The 

modulus values of the PnBMA at these temperatures are higher than those of the homo-

PnBMA.  We attribute this enhancement to residual PS blocks in the PnBMA-riched phases 

or a mass of PS blocks in adjacent PS-riched phases served as hard confinement, which is 

consistent with the findings of enhanced modulus under hard confinement in the literature.53-55  

Furthermore, the covalent bonding between PS and PnBMA blocks restricts the degree of 

freedom of the PnBMA blocks, likely contributing to the enhanced modulus as well.56-58  In 

contrast to the close modulus of PnBMA in copolymer and homopolymer, the modulus of PS 

block is more than two orders of magnitude lower than the modulus of glassy homo-PS 

measured at comparable temperatures.2  Soft confinement constructed by the PnBMA blocks 

in the vicinity of interfaces somewhat contributes for the reduced modulus of PS block.  

However, it is not the main reason for this tremendous softening, as the modulus under soft 

confinement is at most an order of magnitude lower than bulk value when the domain dimension 

is less than 20 nm.59-61  AFM modulus image is calculated by deformation.  It suggests that 

the detected deformation of PS-riched domains is substantially contributed by the residual 

PnBMA blocks due to its low modulus and correspondingly large deformation.  With this 

speculation, the actual deviation between PS and PnBMA domains is much higher than the data 

shown in Table 2.  Together with apparent phase separation of two blocks shown in Figure 4, 

it is confirmed that the soft confinement for PS block constructed by PnBMA block exists in 

entire experimental Ta range from Tg, PS block − 35 °C to Tg, PS block − 15 °C.  As such, to answer 

the question why the aging rate of PS block is no longer constrained at low Tas even though 

soft confinement system is remained, a new mechanism should be proposed. 

Referring back to the typically low and broad heat capacity in PS thin films at a low Ta, Boucher 

and coworkers suggested that PS exhibited two equilibration mechanisms.1, 32  To support this 
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point of view, they plotted the Ta-dependent relaxed enthalpy of PS thin films after a fixed aging 

time.1, 32  The two local maximums of ∆Ha signify the two mechanisms for structural recovery.  

Similarly, the relation between ∆Ha and Ta of the PS blocks in PS-b-PnBMA after fixed aging 

times was examined, as shown in Figure 6.  Different from a unique local maximum of ∆Ha 

for homo-PS in the entire Ta regime, recovered enthalpy of PS blocks presents a second local 

maximum at a lower Ta of ~75 °C.  It indicates that the second fast mechanism exists in PS 

blocks, which corresponds to the Tas on which the low and broad heat capacity curves appear 

as shown in Figure 1.  This feature, in combination with the results of the fast mechanism in

 

others’ work, authenticates that the fast mechanism is active at low temperatures in some 

polymeric systems.1, 27, 32  That is, such mechanism is concealed at high Tas due to conspicuous 

aging response of first equilibration mechanism, whereas when aging at low Tas under weak 

driving force, the fast mechanism comes to the surface due to its low activation energy. 1, 27, 32  

Here, in line with the concept that soft confinement reduces the timescale for the presence of 

the second equilibration,1, 32-33 we report an analogous timescale shortening effect (fast 

mechanism appears within 38,400 s) under soft confinement in a block copolymer.  Together 

 

Figure 5. Modulus histograms of PS-b-PnBMA diblock copolymer samples at two 

representative temperatures.  The black cityscapes are the modulus of whole 

sample.  The red and blue bars are the statistically distributed modulus of PnBMA 

block and PS block from AFM results, respectively.  The sum of two blocks 

contribution is equal to the histogram of the whole sample.  (a) 70 °C, and (b) 90 

°C. 
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with suppressed aging at high Tas, it is supposed that soft confinement effect can be considered 

as a competition between aging constrained effect and timescale shortening effect on the second 

equilibration mechanism.  At higher Tas, the second equilibration mechanism is hidden due to 

strong driving force of the ordinary aging.  Hence, soft confinement effect is dominated by 

aging constrained effect, resulting in suppressed aging rate of PS block in PS-b-PnBMA.  With 

decreasing Ta, timescale shortening effect plays a more important role and the second 

mechanism emerges on a short timescale, inducing enhanced aging rate of PS block.  The 

timescale shortening effect can be successfully described by the free volume holes diffusion 

model.1  The hole diffusion coefficient of free volume holes and the shift factor of the 

equilibrium time of the fast mechanism are in inverse proportion.1  In other words, the 

equilibrium time of the fast mechanism becomes shorter for the material system with larger free 

interface fraction.  Correspondingly, we think the free volume holes diffusion model can 

explain the timescale shortening effect in our copolymer.  A large number of interfaces 

between PS and PnBMA block formed by phase separation initiate the recovery process and 

increase the hole diffusion coefficient compared to that in bulk PS.  As such, the timescale of 

the fast mechanism is shortened in our copolymer. 

Table 2. Moduli of the two phases and corresponding homopolymers at representative aging 

temperatures. 

Sample Modulus at 70 °Ca (MPa) Modulus at 90 °Cb (MPa) 

PS-riched phase 8.17 2.38 

PnBMA-riched phase 7.85 2.25 

Homo-PSc ≈ 2000 ≈ 2000 

Homo-PnBMAd 2.72 0.52 
aTg, PS block − 35 °C or Tg, PnBMA block + 11 °C. 
bTg, PS block − 15 °C or Tg, PnBMA block + 31 °C. 
cBulk PS measured by DMA from Spinks et al.2 
dPnBMA latex film measured by DMA from Choi et al.16  The lower bounds and upper 
bounds are obtained when the Tg is defined by the peak temperature of damping curve and 
the extrapolated onset of storage modulus, respectively. 
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In the vicinity of the interface with the PnBMA domains, the PS chain segments possess 

enhanced mobility due to the soft confinement effect.  The mobility decreases with increasing 

distance from the interface, exhibiting a gradient change to the interior of the PS domain.  

Under this circumstance, a two-layer model containing stepwise mobility levels, is often 

utilized to equivalently describe the effect of the enhanced mobility on Tg or chain dynamics,62 

as shown in Figure S6.  The higher level of mobility accounts for the enhanced mobility, 

whereas the lower mobility corresponds the bulk value.  As the Tg of the PS domains is quite 

close to the bulk Tg, we believe the influence of the enhanced mobility due to the interaction 

with PnBMA only exists within a small range, resulting in no apparent deviation of the Tg of 

PS domains from the bulk.  This unique characteristic could be attributed to the direct 

connection of the two blocks through covalent bonding.  In the two-layer model depicted in 

Figure S6, the effect of the extreme thin layer of PS with high mobility on physical aging is 

much weaker than that from the massive bulk-like PS chains.  Thus we believe the gradient of 

mobility of PS is not the reason for the presence of two equilibrations.  This speculation is in 

line with the results in the literature showing the coexistence of two structural recovery 

mechanisms in bulk PS.27 

Several works studied the kinetics of two equilibrium recovery in confined polymers.1, 33-34  

Cangialosi and coworkers found that the slow mechanism obeys super-Arrhenius temperature 

dependence, which associates with α  transition, whereas the fast mechanism displays 

Arrhenius temperature dependence.1, 33-34  Analogous results were reported in a metallic glass 

by Monnier et al.63  They found that vitrification exhibits different temperature dependence in 

α relaxation.  These results demonstrate the decoupling between vitrification and α relaxation 

in glasses.  As our copolymer shows similar aging characteristics to that of confined polymers, 

we hypothesize that the decoupling is also exists in our copolymer.  That is, the fast 

mechanism originates from a class of specific chain motions, which are not involved in α 

relaxation.  This will be checked in further work by investigating the temperature dependence 
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of the time to reach equilibrium. 

For a direct comparison of two soft confinement systems, ∆Ha values of PS thin films aged for 

28,800 s, as a function of aging temperature, are included in Figure 6.1  The characteristics of 

recovered enthalpy in two systems, namely PS-b-PnBMA block copolymer and PS thin film, 

are quantitatively inconsistent.  Two local maximums and one local minimum inbetween, i.e., 

the saddle-shaped curve as reported in literature,1, 32-33 of the ∆Ha of PS block,  locate in a small 

temperature regime (Tg – 35 °C to Tg – 15 °C), whereas the same feature of PS thin films 

distribute in a very large temperature regime (Tg – 135 °C to Tg – 5 °C, the whole temperature 

regime is not presented in Figure 6).1  Apart from the different molecular weight (the weight-

average molecular weight of PS in Boucher’s work is 1,408,000 g/mol)1, the major reason for 

these disagreement might be confinement condition.  Soft confinement in PS thin films is 

constructed by free surface, which is mostly influenced by film thickness rather than 

temperature.  In vicinity of the free surface it possesses very high mobilities even at ambient 

temperature.  In contrast to the steady confinement condition over temperatures in freely 

standing films, confinement intensity in our block copolymers, which is characterized by the 

modulus of PnBMA block, possesses pronounced temperature dependence.  As shown by 

modulus analysis at different temperatures, the modulus of PnBMA block dramatically 

increases with decreasing Ta, resulting in markedly reduced confinement intensity and 

consequently weakening timescale shortening effect on the second equilibration mechanism.  

The second local minimum of ∆Ha for PS block emerges in the temperature regime from Tg – 

35 °C to Tg – 25 °C, at temperatures higher than that in PS thin films.1  Another thing should 

be noticed is that the tendency of ∆Ha in PS thin films is identical to that of homo-PS, 

monotonously decreasing with similar slope in the temperature regime from Tg – 15 °C to Tg – 

30 °C, especially for 95-nm PS thin films, even though the value of ∆Ha is aberrant.  However, 

the tendency in PS blocks is considerably different, showing saddle-shaped curve in this 

temperature regime.  The value of ∆Ha in PS blocks is close to the counterpart of homo-PS 

over Tg – 30 °C to Tg – 35 °C, whereas PS thin films contain a local minimum over same 
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temperature regime.  The outcome of this comparison provides a further confirmation that 

confinement intensity in copolymer is declined at lower Tas. 

We notice that the Tg of PnBMA block in our copolymer samples is 59 °C, which is evidently 

enhanced from the Tg result of homo-PnBMA (20 °C ~ 31 °C) reported in other works.64-65  We 

believe this large departure can be attributed to hard confinement from PS blocks under 

microphase separation.  Similarly, Baglay and coworkers found that the local Tg of homo-

PnBMA 25 nm away from the interface with a PS underlayer is 15 °C higher than that of the 

bulk.64, 66  In our PS-b-PnBMA copolymer, the thickness of PnBMA-riched domain is also 

around 25 nm, as shown in Figure 4.  Here the hard confinement for PnBMA domain is 

provided by PS-riched domains from both sides rather than one side in Baglay et al.’s work.  

In addition, the covalent bond between two blocks further constrains the mobility of PnBMA 

block.  As such, we speculate that the hard confinement effect on Tg enhancement in our 

copolymer is even stronger than that in Baglay et al.’s work, and this hard confinement results 

in the approximate 30 °C increase of Tg of the PnBMA block. Such large enhancement is 

 

Figure 6. (a) Recovered enthalpy as a function of aging temperature after a constant 

aging time.  PS block after aging 19,200 s (●), PS block after aging 38,400 s (▲), 

homo-PS after aging 19,200 s (◄), Homo-PS after aging 38,400 s (►), 95-nm PS thin 

films after aging 28,800 s (480 min) from Boucher et al.1 (■), and 30-nm PS thin 

films after aging 28,800 s (480 min) from Boucher et al.1 (▼).  The dash lines are 

guides for the eyes.  (b) Recovered enthalpy of PS blocks in PS-b-PnBMA, enlarged 

from the area delimited by the gray dashed lines. 
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definitely worth a quantitative demonstration in future studies.   

4. Conclusions 

Three-dimensional soft confinement manifests complicated effects on physical aging of PS 

blocks in PS-b-PnBMA under microphase separation.  When Ta is equal or greater than Tg, PS 

block – 25 °C, aging of PS blocks is restrained as demonstrated by lower heat capacity overshoots 

and a reduced aging rate.  In contrast, aging rate of PS blocks is enhanced at lower Tas because 

of the appearance of a second equilibration process.  Morphology examination reveals that 

soft confinement exerts on PS-riched domains over the entire Ta regime, which does not support 

the viewpoint that the complicated confinement effect is attributed to vanish of soft confinement 

at low Tas.  Two local maximums of ∆Ha versus Ta suggest that two equilibrations coexist 

during aging of PS blocks.  With these results, it is concluded that soft confinement restrains 

aging at high aging temperatures, but significantly shortens the timescale of appearance of the 

second and fast structural relaxation process at low Tas, resulting in a low and broad cp response 

and an enhanced aging rate. 
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Two local maximums of Ta-dependent ∆Ha of PS block in PS-b-PnBMA indicate two 
relaxation mechanisms during physical aging. 
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